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 The film was released on 26 November 2017. Plot Raghunath Gautam, a young freedom fighter with a vision of a unified India and an unshakeable belief in the equality of all of its citizens, leads a movement in Northern India to liberate and re-organise the princely state of Rampur. He is a hero of all the citizens of Rampur, whose citizens have been exploited by the Nawab, and are glad to be free
from his tyrannical regime. Cast Soundtrack The music of the film is composed by Shantanu Moitra, with lyrics by Amitabh Bhattacharya. The songs were released in a single soundtrack on 30 October 2017. References External links Category:Indian films Category:2010s Hindi-language films Category:Films set in India Category:Films set in the British Raj Category:Films set in Uttar Pradesh

Category:Films set in Uttar Pradesh (1947–present) Category:2010s action films Category:Films shot in Mumbai Category:Films shot in Uttar Pradesh Category:India–Pakistan relations in popular culture Category:Films set in the 19th century Category:Films featuring an item number Category:Films set in the 1910s Category:Films about women in India Category:Indian action films Category:Films
about terrorism in India Category:Films about freedom fighters Category:Films about revolutionaries Category:War historical films Category:Films scored by Shantanu Moitra Category:Indian historical films Category:Films directed by Tigmanshu Dhulia Category:Films featuring an item numberQ: Cant add modules using chef I'm trying to add a custom module that generates a.pem certificate to the

chef master. The chef version is 4.9.2 I've followed the instructions on the documentation ( This is the error i get: sudo chef-automate module generate pem Generating new PEM file... ERROR: module 'pem' not found - /opt/chef/embedded/lib/ 520fdb1ae7
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